We propose a tomographic method for determining the Wigner function of a short pulse, which may be used with a wide class of optical systems.
INTRODUCTION
The Wigner distribution function, which was first introduced in the study of quantum statistical mechanics, 1 has many applications in optics. For example, an analog of the Wigner function and some of its variants play a central role in the theoretical foundations of radiometry.
2
In the analysis of nonstationary processes, the Wigner distribution has been called the master-form signal because all the measurable quantities pertaining to that process can readily be derived from it.
3
The Wigner distribution has also proved to be useful for characterizing ultrashort pulses.
A new method, called chronocyclic tomography, for measuring the Wigner function for short pulses was recently reported. 4 This method, which bears a close analogy to tomographic imaging methods, essentially relies on designing an optical system that can produce an output pulse that is a fractional Fourier transform 5-9 of the input pulse. The design of such optical systems, which consist of optical fibers and chirp modulators, is greatly facilitated by the use of the well-known analogy with beam propagation in paraxial optical systems that consist of thin lenses separated by free space. [10] [11] [12] [13] However, in this context the class of optical systems that can produce a fractional Fourier transform is somewhat restricted. Therefore it would be advantageous if one were able to obtain the same information from a wider, more general, and more easily realizable class of optical systems. It is this problem that we address in the present paper.
PULSE PROPAGATION IN DISPERSIVE FIBERS
In this section, we briefly describe the analysis of pulse propagation in optical systems that consist of dispersive optical fibers and chirp modulators. There is a close analogy between pulses in such optical systems and the propagation of beams in paraxial optical systems that consist of thin lenses separated by free space. This analogy is discussed in detail in Refs. 10 -13.
Consider a pulse propagating in the positive z direction in a one-dimensional dispersive medium, such as an optical fiber. Let E͑z, t͒ denote a cartesian component of the electric-field vector of the pulse at position z and time t. The Fourier transform of E͑z, t͒ defined by the formulã E͑z, v͒ 1 2p
where v is the frequency, will obey the differential equation
In this equation, k͑v͒ is the wave number for propagation in the medium; k͑v͒ depends on the frequency in a manner appropriate to the particular medium. The solution to Eq. (2) is
where A͑v͒ and B͑v͒ are functions that depend on the boundary conditions. The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (3) represents a wave propagating in the positive z direction, while the second term represents a wave propagating in the negative z direction. We assume that there is no component of the field traveling in the negative z direction, and hence B͑v͒ ϵ 0. Equation (1) and (3) then imply that
We assume that the function A͑v͒ is centered on some mean frequency v 0 with effective width Dv. Thus we will make the substitution A͑v͒ a͑v 2 v 0 ͒, where a͑v͒ is a function of width Dv. Further, we assume that, for values of v such that jv 2 v 0 j & Dv, k͑v͒ may be approximated by the first three terms of its Taylor series, that is,
In relation (5), k 0 , k 0 0 , and k 0 00 denote, respectively, the wave number and its first and second derivatives with 0740-3224/95/040704-05$06.00
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